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For Sam



Ever Deeper:
Nothing Less Will Do

Only This

Deeper Still

Soul to Soul

One Sacred Moment

Living Prayer

In The Mystery:
Contemplative Living in a Chaotic World

Sourced in Silence

The Uncommon Adventures of Max Stillman



To the Reader

While I’m the author of this work, I wasn’t its creator so much as
its receiver, and realize that its greatest value lies in passing it on.

Warmly,
Fawn





Erase all thought.

Be a vessel, not a sleuth.

Engender innocence.

Cultivate truth.

Seek the Absolute.





Don’t rely on thought

To capture what can’t be caught.

All That Is can’t be grasped

The way you’ve been taught.





You don’t have to fast or sit like a statue,

Waiting for Divine revelation.

No suit of clothes, beads on a string

Or chains to a place are required.

The Source lies within the seeker.

There’s nothing else to find.





You’ve waited all your life for this -

Marking time, looking for the moment,

Wondering  how it would happen and

If it could happen to you.

Leave behind what’s out of line.

You have nothing left to lose.

The mission has begun.





You think there’s no answer,

That freedom from suffering is just not possible,

At least not for you.

Healing is an inside job.

Make no apologies.

Claim your unmet needs.

Let go of what you must.

Then champion the new Self

Rising from the dust.





Truth may seem beyond your grasp,

But don’t be fooled.

Get retooled.

The way’s not difficult, prolonged or steep.

It’s there for the taking,

If you don’t mind quaking.



End of Preview


